Triggerguard, wax cast brass or iron................. #TG-Fowl-E-B or I
Our flaming torch or potted plant finial triggerguard is an early French design. Such designs were published in early gunmaker’s pattern books, and copied worldwide. Similar finials are found on fine English guns from this period. Use this triggerguard on your early flint fowling gun, buck and ball gun, or fine smoothbore fusil. Wax cast.

#TG-Fowl-E-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $27.99
#TG-Fowl-E-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $21.50

 Triggerguard, wax cast brass or iron.................. #TG-Fowl-LA-B or I
Our large acorn triggerguard is suitable for 1765-1785 era fowlers and flint long guns. The acorn was a popular motif, of the English oak.

#TG-Fowl-LA-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $29.99
#TG-Fowl-LA-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $22.99
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